Literacy
Continuing to develop our reading skills
through daily phonics lessons to revisit and
learn new diagraphs and common exception
words.
Using a range of traditional and favourite stories based around our topic to write for different purposes.
Holding and recreating a simple sentence,
posters for healthy eating, and writing in-

Mathematics

Art and Music

Building on the skills from reception we will

Starting with our whole school art week we will mix colours,

focus on the ‘mastery’ style of teaching and
learning developing our understanding of
place value, addition and subtraction for

explore the work of the artist Kadinsky and manipulate paper
to make 3D apples. There will be lots of opportunities to learn
Autumn and food related songs and rhymes and prepare for a
special Harvest performance.

numbers 1-20 and the properties of both 2D
and 3D shapes.

Food, Glorious Food!

structions to make the perfect apple crumble!
Later in the term we will focus on woodland
creatures and use the Owl Baby story

Science
Enjoying our outdoor environment and finding
out about our new season of

Autumn. We will

learn to identify and sort different materials
and find out what they can be used for.

as a stimulus for writing facts about
owls and creating speech bubbles.

Personal, Social and Emotional
PE

The children will have lots of opportunity to share their thoughts and

We will join our
friends from Class 2
for dance lessons on a
Friday afternoon.
We will also enjoy
finding our more
about our outdoor

Topic (History, Geography , DT and ICT)

feelings during regular circle time

Our geography will introduce us to our local village environment. We will look at

making friends, being a super listen-

maps of farms and our village and begin to understand more about the food and
vegetables that are grown by farmers.
History will be covered later in the term when our topic changes to a woodland
focus. We will look at the differences between old and new teddy bears based on

learning environment

Winnie the Pooh and his adventures in the Hundred Acre Wood.

with Forest School

In ICT we will begin to think about directions and give our friends simple instruc-

based lessons.

tions for moving from one place to another.

sessions. This term we will focus on
er, self-esteem and making positive
choices. We will also focus on our
whole school values.
RE
Using bible stories and traditional
festivals to help understand how we
are special and places and groups
that we belong to.

